Utilizing mRNA extracted from small, archival formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded prostate samples for translational research: assessment of the effect of increasing sample age and storage temperature.
Translational prostate cancer research is hampered by long intervals from diagnosis to patient progression and difficulty in obtaining cancer tissue for investigation. As such, it is imperative to utilise aging formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue samples from the pathology archive with linked patient outcome data to allow current day research. This study aimed to assess the adequacy and quantity of mRNA extracted from formalin fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) prostate tissue, including prostate biopsies, up to 15 years old. The decay of mRNA over time and under differing storage conditions was also assessed. Archived FFPE benign prostatic tissue up to 15 years old from transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP) and transrectal ultrasound guided (TRUS) biopsies as well as fresh tissue obtained from patients undergoing TURP for benign bladder outlet obstruction were used. Following mRNA extraction beta-actin real-time PCR was carried out using a set of 4 different primer/probes to assess mRNA quality and quantity. There was no difference in mRNA quantity/quality extracted from "fresh" FFPE tissue from the same patient over a 4-month period following surgery. The temperature of block storage did not alter quality/quantity of the mRNA (P > 0.05, unpaired t test). Fresh tissue had a higher quality/quantity, indicated by a lower C ( T ) value, than FFPE samples from the same patient (P ≤ 0.03, one-way ANOVA). Despite being up to 15 years old, all archived FFPE TURP and TRUS biopsy samples had "high" or "very high" levels of expression making them suitable for further analysis. However, the quality of the mRNA in archived FFPE samples did significantly decline with increasing sample age. It is possible to extract mRNA of sufficient standard for further transcriptomic analysis from minute FFPE samples up to 15 years old. This work adds to the literature suggesting that exploitation of retrospective prostate tissue collections with robust associated clinical data is possible.